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Introduction
Since its discovery, extensive studies on the Higgs properties have been carried out and used as a 
probe for the BSM scenario

The Nature paper (Nature 607, 52 (2022)) gives a fantastic overview of the ATLAS measurements, 
most of which were performed with the full Run2 dataset
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-04893-w


Cross-section measurements & k-framework
● Fiducial and differential measurements: Done in specific phase-space regions. Shape 

information can be exploited for a range of further interpretations
● Simplified template cross-section (STXS): Performed in prescribed bins per production mode, 

kinematic regions defined by the Higgs and associated W, Z or jets
● kappa-framework: set of coupling strength modifiers to express modification with respect to 

SM predictions and probe possible BSM  
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H   ZZ (4l) and H    𝛄𝛄 - Fiducial and total cross section

Excellent signal resolution but low event counts, individually -> Combination using Run2 data

● Total Higgs production cross section measured with unprecedented precision of 7%
● Differential cross-section as a function of pT measured with 20-30% (60%) precision up to 300 

GeV (350-650 GeV)
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JHEP 05 (2023) 028

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2023)028


H   ZZ (4l) and H    𝛄𝛄
The pT

H distribution is sensitive to modification of Yukawa couplings with the b- and c-quarks:

● Resulting in changes to overall cross section and shape of the pT
H distribution

● Affecting the H    ZZ and H    𝛄𝛄 branching ratios with the changes in the Higgs decay width

A combined fit with VHbb and VHcc measurements 
allows tighter constraints on kc, which are the 
most stringent in this scenario
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JHEP 05 (2023) 028

Constraints on kc

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-020-08677-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-022-10588-3
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP05(2023)028


New early Run3 combination - first measurement at the new centre-of-mass energy

Individual and combined results comparable with the SM predictions

𝜎(pp    H) = 58.2 ± 8.7 fb vs 𝜎(pp    H)SM = 59.9 ± 2.6 fb
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H   ZZ (4l) and H    𝛄𝛄 at 13.6 TeV - here we go again

Eur. Phys. J. C 84 (2024) 78

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-023-12130-5


(ggF and VBF) H   WW - differential cross section 
Higher branching ratio but worse resolution
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SM predictions within 
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-023-11873-5
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.072003


ggF H   WW - double differential cross section 
Six double differential cross sections as a function of kinematic variables (sensitive to the 
production kinematics) and jet multiplicity (up to one jet, sensitive to the decay kinematics)
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Eur. Phys. J. C 83 
(2023) 774

Compatibility with the data expressed with p-values. Good agreement with the SM expectations

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-023-11873-5
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-023-11873-5


VBF H   WW - fiducial cross section 
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Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 
072003

Cross section overestimated by 15-28% by the predictions at 
NLO or at LO with parton shower, although compatible at the 
level of ~1𝛔. Fixed-order calculation of VBFNLO@LO 
overestimates other predictions by 24%

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.072003
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.072003


(ggF+VBF) H   WW - STXS measurement 

Measured cross section in ggF (VBF) production mode probes couplings to heavy quarks (W and 
Z). Performed in different jet multiplicity regions

Both ggF and VBF cross sections multiplied by the branching ratio are in agreement with the SM
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Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 032005

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.032005


EFT interpretation

Can reflect the effect from a wide class of BSM theories and provide a common language to 
describe the BSM effect in all the Higgs analyses
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arXiv:2402.05742

Linear term: interference between dim-6 operators and SM; Quadratic term: Pure BSM, product of two dim-6 
amplitudes

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05742


EFT interpretation of combined STXS measurements
Fit basis expressed in terms of single Warsaw basis coefficients 𝑐j and in terms of linear 
combinations (e) of coefficients to achieve both fit stability and fit-parameter interpretability

interpretability.
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arXiv:2402.05742

Good agreement with SM, obs. uncertainties 
are generally smaller than the exp. ones 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05742


EFT based on differential measurements
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Differential distributions (fiducial cross sections and STXS) provide more information on the final 
state kinematics, giving additional constraint power to Wilson coefficients

Constraints on the anomalous Higgs coupling to gluons and top quarks set from the observed pT
H 

spectra in the H   ZZ    4l and H    𝛄𝛄 channels 

Differential cross-section measurements show less 
constraining power than the STXS measurements, as they 
probe the distribution of a single observable inclusively in 
production mode (unlike STXS measurements)

arXiv:2402.05742

ev[1,2,3] related to the Wilson coefficients (cHG, ctG 
and ctH) through a rotation in the parameter space 
so to probe them simultaneously

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05742


VBF H   WW - EFT interpretation 
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Wilson coefficients obtained from different differential distributions. Fitted one-at-a-time
Stringent constraints set to many EFT parameters, especially when the quadratic 
term is added (sensitive to neglected contributions of higher-dimensional operators in the EFT
expansion)

Phys. Rev. D 108 (2023) 
072003

CP-even operators CP-odd operators

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.072003
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.108.072003


Summary

Lots of exciting differential measurements and EFT interpretations

Measurements of the production mode cross sections, STXS, fiducial differential cross sections 
reparametrised in terms of SMEFT and provided new constraints on the Wilson coefficients

First measurement at 13.6 TeV, more will be published in the near future

Looking forward to seeing the new measurements and producing updated EFT interpretation
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Thank you for your attention!



Backup
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EFT interpretation of STXS measurements
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Linear model

Quadratic model



EFT interpretation of STXS measurements
Eigenvectors obtained from the expected measurements accounting for the observed values of 
nuisance parameters, ranked by eigenvalue and truncated to eigenvalues 𝝺i ≥ 0.01
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EFT interpretation of STXS measurements
Definition of the fit basis coefficients 𝒄′ in terms of the Warsaw basis coefficients 𝒄
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EFT interpretation of STXS measurements
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EFT interpretation of STXS measurements
Constraints from the quadratic terms are significantly stronger. These arise from the relatively weak 
impact of the BSM–SM interference term on the cross-section compared to the quadratic BSM 
terms in specific production or decay modes
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H->ZZ (4l) and H->yy - Fiducial cross section
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H->ZZ (4l) and H->yy - Acceptance factors
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EFT based on differential measurements
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arXiv:2402.05742

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05742

